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Abstract—This work uses deep learning models for daily 

directional movements prediction of a stock price using financial 

news titles and technical indicators as input. A comparison is 

made between two different sets of technical indicators, set 1: 

Stochastic %K, Stochastic %D, Momentum, Rate of change, 

William’s %R, Accumulation/Distribution (A/D) oscillator and 

Disparity 5; set 2: Exponential Moving Average, Moving Average 

Convergence-Divergence, Relative Strength Index, On Balance 

Volume and Bollinger Bands. Deep learning methods can detect 

and analyze complex patterns and interactions in the data 

allowing a more precise trading process. Experiments has shown 

that Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) can be better than 

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) on catching semantic from 

texts and RNN is better on catching the context information and 

modeling complex temporal characteristics for stock market 

forecasting. So, there are two models compared in this paper: a 

hybrid model composed by a CNN for the financial news and a 

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) for technical indicators, 

named as SI-RCNN; and a LSTM network only for technical 

indicators, named as I-RNN. The output of each model is used as 

input for a trading agent that buys stocks on the current day and 

sells the next day when the model predicts that the price is going 

up, otherwise the agent sells stocks on the current day and buys 

the next day. The proposed method shows a major role of 

financial news in stabilizing the results and almost no 

improvement when comparing different sets of technical 

indicators. 

Keywords — Deep learning, Recurrent neural network, 

Convolutional neural network, Long Short-Term Memory, Stocks 

forecasting. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The aspiration of any investor is to forecast the market 

behavior aiming the best decision when it comes to buying or 

selling shares of stocks seeking to maximize his profits. This 

is a difficult task because market behavior is stochastic, 

volatile and influenced by many factors such as global 

economy, politics, investor expectation and others. 

The random walk theory [1] introduces a hypothesis that 

stocks prices are defined randomly and therefore impossible to 

forecast. However, advances in artificial intelligence and the 

growth of available data have made it possible to forecast the 

stock price behavior with better performance than a random 

process [2]-[8]. 

There are three approaches to the information required to 

make a prediction. The first approach, technical analysis, is 

based on the premise that the future behavior of a financial 

time series is conditioned to its own past, thus technical 

indicators could help traders to interpret this behavior in their 

favor. The second approach, fundamental analysis, is based on 

company's financial reports and external information as 

political and economic factors. This information is taken from 

unstructured data as news articles, financial reports or even 

publishing in microblogs by analysts. Nofsinger [9] shows that 

in some cases, investors tend to buy after positive news 

resulting in a stress of buying and higher stocks prices; and 

after negative news, they sell, resulting in a decrease of prices. 

Finally, the third approach considers relevant all information 

coming from both, financial time series and textual data. 

Prior works in this area focused on technical analysis. 

These works used different statistical techniques and artificial 

intelligence models to make a prediction based only on 

technical information [10],[11]. This approach has a limitation 

since the market reacts to external information that is not 

contained in the historical data used to extract the technical 

information. 

Inspired by fundamental analysis, many authors propose 

the use of text mining techniques and machine learning 

techniques to analyze textual data and extract information that 

can be relevant to the forecast process [12]-[15]. The most 

relevant works in the area are reviewed in [16],[17]. Other 

works [3],[18] use hybrid models that combine text mining 

techniques with technical information. This approach 

outperforms other baseline strategies.  

Recently, with more computational capabilities and the 

availability to handle massive databases, it is possible to use 

more complex machine learning models, such as deep learning 

models, which presents superior performance in traditional 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks. The outstanding 

deep learning models are: CNN [19]-[22], RNN [23],[24], 

specifically the LSTM architecture [25],[26], and Recurrent 

Convolutional Neural Network (RCNN) [27],[28].  

Some examples of deep learning models for financial time 

series forecasting are shown in [29],[30]. These authors apply 

a deep neural network model that uses as input events taken 



from financial news articles to forecast the direction of prices 

of a set of stocks and the S&P 500 index. The main 

characteristics of the work described in [30] are the event 

representation method and the CNN which models the 

influence of these events on stock prices behavior in short-

term, middle-term and long-term.  

From the works cited above it is possible to identify three 

key points for the construction of deep learning models. The 

first one is the definition of the prediction horizon, the second 

one is the temporal effect of a news document and the third 

one is the representation type of the information. Regarding 

the first point, daily prediction (intraday) is the most used. The 

authors in [29] show that the performance of daily prediction 

is superior than weekly and monthly prediction. In spite of 

that, the database used in this work does not have the 

granularity to allow intraday trading, so a daily approach was 

used. The second point refers to the time interval that news or 

events influence the stock prices behavior. If the objective is a 

daily prediction, it is indicated to use the news published the 

day before to the prediction day [29]. However, Ding et al. 

[30] show that even a combination of weekly events and 

events from the last month can present relevant information to 

daily prediction. Finally, in relation to the last point, previous 

works mainly use simple characteristics such as bags-of-

words, noun phrases and named entities. Recently, other 

representation techniques such as word-embedding [31]-[33] 

and event-embedding [30] are used. They distinguish from 

previous methods because can represent complex 

characteristics of words or events with lower-dimensional 

dense vectors.  

In this paper, two models are used to forecast daily 

directional movements of the stock price of Chevron 

Corporation (CVX), both receiving two set of indicators in 

different executions. They are named I-RNN for LSTM model 

only with the first set of indicators, I-RNN-2 for LSTM model 

only with the second set of indicators, SI-RCNN for the 

hybrid model composed by CNN and LSTM with the first set 

of indicators and SI-RCNN-2 for the hybrid model composed 

by CNN and LSTM with the second set of indicators.  

The hybrid model used was proposed by [34] and has 

shown good results in this task in [39]. The model uses as 

input a set of technical indicators extracted from the target 

series and financial news titles published the day before the 

prediction day. It is applied a two-step process to represent 

each news in the data set: first, a word2vec model [32],[33] is 

used to generate a word representation and later an average of 

all the word vectors of the same title is performed, addressing 

sparsity in word-based inputs. The RCNN model aims to 

obtain advantages from both models: CNN and RNN. CNN 

has a superior ability to extract semantic information from 

texts in comparison with RNN and RNN is better to catch the 

context information and to simulate complex temporal 

characteristics. Finally, given the directional movements 

predictions of the stock price a trading agent decides when to 

buy or sell a stock.  

II. MODEL DESIGN 

In this section we introduce the design of the recurrent 

convolutional neural network model (RCNN) to predict 

intraday directional-movements in financial time series using 

financial news articles and technical indicators as input. This 

model is named SI-RCNN and is shown in Fig. 1. The design 

has four stages: Input layer, convolutional layer, recurrent 

layer and output layer. These stages are described below. 

A. Input Layer 

The model uses two types of inputs, the first one is the 

technical indicator and the second one is the sequence of news 

titles. With the purpose of differentiating them, the input 

layers are renamed respectively as technical indicator layer 

and embedding layer. 

The technical indicator layer takes as input two different 

sets of indicators. The first one, used in I-RNN and SI-RCNN, 

is a delayed sequence of seven technical indicators in 

chronological order as described in [3], the set of indicators is 

[42]: 

 Stochastic: a momentum indicator comparing the 
closing price of a security to the range of its prices 
over a certain period of time. The %K corresponds to 
the current market rate for the currency pair and %D is 
equals to 3-period moving average of %K; 

 Momentum: the rate of acceleration of a security's 
price. It is considered an oscillator and is used to help 
identify trend lines; 

 Rate of Change: the speed at which a variable changes 
over a specific period of time; 

 Williams %R: a momentum indicator that measures 
overbought and oversold levels. It compares the close 
of a stock to the high-low range over a period of time, 
typically 14 days; 

 Accumulation/Distribution (A/D) Oscillator: a 
normalized momentum indicator that attempts to 
identify supply and demand by determining whether 
investors are generally buying (accumulating), or 
selling (distributing) a certain stock; 

 Disparity 5: measures the relative position of the most 
recent closing price to a selected moving average and 
reports the value as a percentage. 

This input is defined as a matrix       , when n is the 

length of the delay window. 

The second set, used in I-RNN-2 and SI-RCNN-2, uses 

some of the most common technical indicators on the 

market[42]. It takes a delayed sequence of five of those 

indicators as described below [42]:  

 EMA (Exponential Moving Average): a moving 
average that gives more weight to the latest data. The 
model uses 8-day, 20-day and 200-day EMAs.  

 MACD (Moving Average Convergence-Divergence): a 
trend-following indicator. It is calculated by 
subtracting the 26-day EMA from the 12-day EMA. 



Then a 9-day EMA of the MACD is used as a signal 
line. 

 RSI (Relative Strength Index): a momentum indicator 
that attempts to identify overbought or oversold 
conditions. It compares the average gain of up periods 
against average loss of down periods during a specific 
timeframe. In this paper we use a 14-day period and a 
simple moving average of 9 periods of the RSI. 

 OBV (On Balance Volume): a momentum indicator 
that uses volume flow to predict changes in stock 
price. It is calculated by adding the volume when the 
closing price is higher than the day before or 
subtracting when it is lower. We then calculated a 20-
day EMA of the OBV. 

 BB (Bollinger Bands): a volatility indicator that 
encapsulates the prices by tracing an upper and a lower 
band using two standard deviations along a 21-day 
simple moving average.  

This input is defined as a matrix        , where   is the 

length of the delay window. 
 

 

Fig. 1. SI-RCNN model architecture 

The embedding layer takes a sequence of encoded 

sentences as input, this sequence corresponds to a set of titles 

of news articles from day t arranged in chronological order. 

The encoding of the sentence is performed in two steps. First, 

a word2vec model  trained on the continuous bag-of-words 

architecture is used for generating word embedding, a pre-

trained embedding vectors trained on part of Google News 

dataset (about 100 billion words) obtained in [44] was used in 

this work. This embedding is unique vectors of continuous 

values with length m for each word in the training corpus. The 

second step performs an average of all the word vectors in a 

title, so, a unique vector for the entire title is obtained, called 

sentence vector. To access each of these sentence vectors, 

each title in the data set is encoded using a one hot encoding 

method and finally, it is created an embedding lookup table. 

The advantage of using the word2vec model is that the 

resulting word embedding vectors can capture linguistic 

regularities such as semantic and syntactic regularities 

[33],[44], which is a desirable characteristic in NLP tasks. 

 

 

Fig. 2. I-RNN model architecture 

B. Convolutional Layer 

The next stage following the embedding layer is the 

convolutional layer which is composed by four consecutive 

operations: convolution, subsampling or pooling, activation 

and dropout. In this work, the convolutional operator is 

designed to perform one-dimensional convolution also known 

as temporal convolution. This operator can capture local 

information through the combinations of sentence vectors in a 

window.  

Formally, given a sequence of news titles as input 

represented by their embedding vectors,               , 

and a filter unit,               , where      , 

     ,   is the number of news titles in a day,   is the 

length of the embedding vector and   is the lenght of the filter 

window, the one-dimensional convolution is performed as 

follows: 

                (1) 

where      is a bias term. This operation is applied to each 

possible window in the sentence to produce a feature map  . 

                     (2) 

Then, a temporal max-pooling is applied. It is similar as a 

spatial max-pooling module used in computer vision [31] but 

applied in one-dimensional input. This operation can capture 

the most important information in the sequence.  

 

 



Finally, to introduce a non-linearity into the model we use a 

rectifier linear unit (ReLU) as activation function. This 

function is defined in (3). 

                (3) 

Due to the high quantity of parameters in this layer, the 

model can be susceptible to overfitting, thus we use a 

regularization technique known as Dropout [35] with 

probability      . 

Equations (1) to (3) describe the process through which one 

feature is extracted from one filter. The model uses multiple 

filters with varying window sizes to obtain multiple features, 

therefore it is possible to explore different combinations of 

news titles. The output of this layer is defined as   
          , where   is the number of filters. 

C. Recurrent Layer 

Two separate recurrent layers are used: one following the 

convolutional layer, to be possible to interpret the output of 

the convolutional layer as a sequence of       time steps; 

and the second following the technical indicator layer. In both 

cases the RNN has the same purpose, to model the temporal 

characteristics in the input sequence. The LSTM model only is 

named as I-RNN and is shown in Fig. 2. 

In this stage, a special RNN architecture named Long 

Short-Term Memory (LSTM) is used to introduce a new 

structure called memory cell. The key element of the LSTM is 

the cell state,   , which is controlled by 3 different gates, 

forget gate, input gate and output gate. The forget gate,   , 

decides which information of the previous cell state is 

remembered or forgotten. The input gate,   , decides which 

values of the cell state are updated by an input signal. Finally, 

the output gate,   , allows the cell state to have or not an effect 

on other neurons. One advantage of this structure is that it 

allows modeling long-term dependences in sequence data and 

preventing the vanishing gradient problem [43].  

 

Fig. 3. LSTM architecture 

The LTSM equations are shown from (4) to (9), where    is 

the input of the recurrent layer,    is the output of the 

recurrent unit and    are the weights matrices. Fig. 3 shows a 

detailed scheme of this architecture. 

                       (4) 

                       (5) 

                           (6) 

                  (7) 

                        (8) 

               (9) 

D. Output Layer 

The last stage of the RCNN model is a traditional fully 

connected layer with softmax as activation function whose 

output is the probability distribution over labels. In this work, 

the objective is to forecast the direction of intra-day stock 

price movements of the Chevron Company, this direction is 

used to create a binary class label where a label [1,0] 

represents that the stock price will increase and label [0,1] 

represents that the stock price will decrease. 

III. TRADING AGENT 

Given the directional movements predictions of the stock 

price made by either the I-RNN or the SI-RCNN model, a 

trading agent decides about when to buy or to sell a stock. 

There are two ways in which the agent can make profit. The 

first one is when the stock price is going up and the agent buys 

a stock at the current price and sells when the stock price grow 

(long operation). The second one consists in selling a stock 

that is not currently owned (usually borrowed) at the current 

price and subsequently repurchasing it when the price is 

lower, this type of operation is known as Short-selling and is 

used for making profit when the price of the stock is going 

down. 

The agent in this paper performs daily trading operations, 

which consists in make a set of two operations, one at the 

current day and another 24 hours later, both using the closing 

price. For example, if tomorrow the model predicts that the 

stock price is going up, the trading agent buys a stock on the 

current day at the closing price and sells this stock at the 

closing value the next day.  

Those operations of buying or selling stocks have a cost 

(taxes) that can be fixed or variable, and may depend on the 

trading volume, investment volume, country of origin of the 

operation, among other factors. In this paper is assumed that 

the operation is executed in the USA due to the lower taxes. 

We have performed experiments using two different brokers: 

one with fixed cost per operation and another with a fixed cost 

 



for each trading stock. The first broker is US Fidelity®, which 

has a fixed cost of $4,95 for each operation and the second 

one is Interactive Brokers®, which has a cost of $0,005 for 

each stock bought or sold, with a minimum value of $1 for 

each operation and a maximum of $50. For simulation 

purposes, the investment was fixed at $10.000, which led to a 

mean cost of $2 for each set of operations, operating with 

Interactive Brokers® and $9,90 operating with US Fidelity®. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

A. Data Description 

The database used in this work consists of 106.494 news 

articles from Reuter’s website corresponding to the period 

from October 20, 2006 to November 21, 2013. The main topic 

of all these articles is financial news. This dataset was created 

and released by [29]. Each news article consists of its title, 

content and publishing date. The publishing date is employed 

for news alignment with a corresponding financial time series. 

Ding et al. [29] carried out a set of experiments and showed 

that news titles are more useful to forecast than news contents. 

For this reason, the proposed model uses only news titles as 

input.  

The CVX stock price series is selected for the experiments. 

This series was obtained through Yahoo Finance in the same 

period used to take the news articles. This series was selected 

with as most of news were directly related to it. The target 

output and the technical indicators were calculated based on 

the information of this series and used as input of the models.  

The target output consists in a binary variable where a 

value       represents that the close price in the day     will 

increase compared with the closing price in the day   and a 

value       represents that the close price in the day     will 

decrease compared with the previous day. 

Since the approach in this work is daily prediction, all the 

news titles of the same day are aligned in a unique instance, 

therefore each instance represents one single day. Then, it is 

applied a filter step, that consists in selecting from the news 

just the titles directly related to a CVX stock, for example, 

news that refers to the CVX company, oil and natural gas 

production, among others can be selected. The reason of using 

this filter step is that financial news of the general market can 

contain much irrelevant information, as confirmed in [29]. 

Finally, the set of news, technical indicators and outputs are 

aligned creating the pair input-output. The days without 

released news are ignored. Detailed statistics of this data set 

are shown in Table I. 

TABLE I.  STATISTICS OF DATASET 

Dataset Training Validation Test 

Time interval 03/11/2006 

29/06/2012 

02/07/2012 

11/03/2013 

12/03/2013 

19/11/2013 

# Instances 1112 134 139 

# Total Docs 13149 1976 2046 

 

B. Details of Implementation 

To train the word embedding we use the Word2vec model. 

The selected length of these word vectors is 300 and it is 

initialized with publicly available vectors that were trained on 

100 billion words from Google News using the continuous 

bag-of-words architecture. Words not present in the set of pre-

trained words are initialized randomly. Thus, the input of the 

embedding layer has dimension         when   is the 

number of news in a day  . It is important to note that the 

model uses only news from the present day to make a 

prediction of the next day. 

In the case of the technical indicators, one model (I-RNN) 

uses a set of seven indicators arranged in a delayed sequence, 

the length of the delay window is defined as 5. The other 

model (I-RNN-2) uses a different set of five indicators with 

variation of the parameters that generates 17 features and the 

same delay window was used. 

Regarding to the model parameters, we used three different 

filter windows:        ,         and        . For each 

one of these types of filters we used 64 filter units, stride 1 

was applied and a padding convolution performed. The 

window of the temporal pooling layer was set to 2. In this 

way, the output of the convolutional layer,  , has dimension 

                 . The recurrent layer on top of the 

output  , has 128 LSTM units. Finally, for modeling the 

sequence of technical indicators a one layer recurrent network 

with 128 LSTM units is used. 

The algorithm used for training the model is the stochastic 

gradient descent (SGD), using momentum 0.9 and initial step 

size 0.1, implemented using Tensorflow. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The focus of this paper is to evaluate the capacity of the SI-

RCNN and I-RNN models to execute trading operations in a 

simulated environment. After measuring the success of the 

model by validation accuracy, its profit is obtained according 

to the trading operations. 

If the trading agent knows the correct price movements all 

the time (100% of accuracy) and using the trading strategy 

explained in the section III, the maximum possible profit is 

$153,003.70 in the training set, $10,416.98 in the validation 

set and $9,567.52 in the test set. This profit is calculated 

through 1112 days for the training set, 134 days for the 

validation set and 139 days for the test set.  

TABLE II.  COMPARISON OF ACCURACY RESULTS 

Model Training 

ACC (%) 

Validation 

ACC (%) 

Test 

ACC (%) 

I-RNN 55.22 55.97 52.52 

SI-RCNN 84.08 60.45 56.84 

I-RNN-2 59.08 50.74 48.92 

SI-RCNN-2 88.31 61.19 51.08 

 

It is not possible to precisely predict every day movement 

correctly. In this paper, the accuracy of the best SI-RCNN in 



predicting the correct price movements is 56.84%, as shown in 

Table II, with this information as input of the trading agent 

and considering the lower brokerage fee, the agent is able to 

increase the initial investment by the factor of 13.94% in the 

test set. Even though it seems way lower than the best possible 

scenario, if compared to the buy-and-hold strategy (3.22%) it 

has an amazing performance.  

It is important to note that the brokerage firm that has the 

best return, for this case, is Interactive Brokers® which was 

around $2 for each set of operations while the second broker 

(US Fidelity®) was around $9 for each set. Using the US 

Fidelity® brokerage firm there is a loss of US$1,098.10 

higher than Interactive Brokers®' in the test set, due to the 4.5 

times higher brokerage. This loss occurs because the daily 

variations of the stock price are low, the variation mean is 

0.6%, the max is 2.4% and the minimum is 0.008, as can be 

seen in Fig. 4 which shows the CVX prices time series during 

the test period. This makes some operations unfeasible to 

execute due to the high brokerage fee. The Table III 

summarizes the results for each model using the first set of 

technical indicators given by both brokerage firms. 

 

 

Fig. 4. CVX Prices from the test set 

TABLE III.  PROFIT RESULTS FOR EACH FIRM  

Model 
Brokerage 

firm 

Training 

US$ (%) 

Validation 

US$ (%) 

Test 

US$ (%) 

I-RNN 
Interactive 

Brokers® 

15,086.71 

(150.87%) 

1,634.66 

(16.35%) 

467.81 

(4.67%) 

I-RNN 
US 

Fidelity® 
6,301.91 
(63.02%) 

576.06 
(5.76%) 

-630.29 
(-6.30%) 

SI-RCNN 
Interactive 

Brokers® 

105,957.96 

(1,059.58%) 

2,013.03 

(20.13%) 

1,394.80 

(13.94%) 

SI-RCNN 
US 

Fidelity® 
97,173.16 
(971.73%) 

954.43 
(9.54%) 

296.70 
(2.97%) 

TABLE IV.  COMPARISON OF PROFIT RESULTS 

Model Brokerage 

firm 

Training 

US$ (%) 

Validation 

US$ (%) 

Test 

US$ (%) 

I-RNN Interactive 

Brokers ® 

15,086.71 

(150.87%) 

1,634.66 

(16.35%) 

467.81 

(4.67%) 

SI-RCNN Interactive 

Brokers ® 

105,957.96 

(1,059.58%) 

2,013.03 

(20.13%) 

1,394.80 

(13.94%) 

I-RNN-2 Interactive 

Brokers ® 

19,262.61 

(192.63%) 

764.94 

(7.65%) 

-668.93  

(-6.69%) 

SI-RCNN-2 Interactive 

Brokers ® 

120,879.42 

(1,208.79%) 

1,706.88 

(17.07%) 

-935.03  

(-9.03%) 

 

The Table IV shown in a comparison of profit results 

among the proposed models using the lower cost brokerage 

firm. The columns in this table consist in profits in US dollar 

and the percentage in relation to the investment over the 

training, validation and test set. It is worth mentioning that 

only the models using the first set of technical indicators are 

able to make profit in test set. This might be occurring given 

the lower accuracy obtained by the second set of indicators 

and also the possibility that they are mispredicting major 

movements. 

 

 

Fig. 5. I-RNN cumulative profits over the test set 

The results shown on the last column of Table IV are 

obtained through the cumulative profits over the test set 

period, as can be seen in Fig. 5 to Fig. 8.  

 

 

Fig. 6. I-RNN-2 cumulative profits over the test set 

 

Fig. 7. SI-RCNN cumulative profits over the test set 

 

Fig. 8. SI-RCNN-2 cumulative profits over the test set 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 

This work presented a deep learning model that combines a 

convolutional layer with a recurrent layer for daily stock price 

movement prediction and uses as input a combination of 

technical indicators and news titles. The RCNN architecture 

 

 

 

 

 



can model the local relation of a sequence of news titles and 

their temporal features. The output of this model is used by a 

trading agent with the purpose of performing trading 

operations.  

Results presented in Table IV show that the SI-RCNN 

architecture could make a reasonable profit (13.94% in 8 

months) when compared with buy-and-hold strategy which 

were 3.22% over the period. Finally, with the results shown in 

the Table II it is possible to confirm the positive influence of a 

hybrid input (news titles and technical indicators). This is 

shown by the lower performance of the I-RNN model, which 

uses only a set of technical inputs, compared to SI-RCNN 

model, that uses a hybrid input. 

Furthermore, the Table II shows that it is relevant which set 

of technical indicators is chosen as input of the models, since 

the SI-RCNN model is better than SI-RCNN-2 that uses the 

first and the second set of indicators, respectively, and the I-

RNN model is better than I-RNN-2. 

Besides, results have shown that an accuracy above 50% 

does not necessarily leads to a profitable set of predictions, 

once SI-RCNN-2 achieves an accuracy of 51.08% and it has a 

loss of $935.03. This may be occurring due to the difference 

among daily price variations,  brokerage cost and also because 

our models do not weight volatility, so both 0.1% up and 3.5% 

up are labeled as [1,0], possibly generating mispredictions on 

major movements. 

It is important to note that deep learning models require a 

large amount of data, but when dealing with stock market 

prices predictions past occurrences does not necessarily have 

correlation with future behavior. 

This work has been motivated by the successes of Deep 

Learning methods in Natural Language Processing task. The 

future work will include the use of test methods such as 

reported in [37] and [38] for making better embedding vectors 

for the news titles. Other research direction is the use of a 

reinforcement learning algorithm to train the proposed model 

on market simulation (trading simulation). These algorithms 

can train a model to create their own trading strategy. 

Preliminarily tests using Q-Learning have shown 

unsatisfactory results. And also another branch of evolution 

would be portfolio optimization. 

Moreover, the financial time series is known by its 

volatility, in many cases occurs small changes in the series 

that can be interpreted as noise. Thus, some kind of trading 

strategy should be included such as stop gain and stop loss and 

also the elimination of small variations in order to make the 

model to focus only in events with significant variation on 

prices.  
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